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JumpStart Study Helpers Math Booster and Spelling Bee were notable for allowing users to edit the math
problems or words used in gameplay. Carolyn Handler Miller...
39 KB (1,951 words) - 16:54, 23 December 2023 979831. S2CID 143332545. For a list of words relating to
Tagalog language, see the Tagalog language category of words in Wiktionary, the free dictionary...
108 KB (7,694 words) - 18:36, 10 March 2024 Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia For a list of words relating
to Faroese language, see the Faroese language category of words in Wiktionary, the free dictionary...
36 KB (2,064 words) - 20:22, 10 March 2024 rendered in the spelling, except in the case of inherited Hebrew
words, which typically retain their Hebrew consonant-only spellings. The Arabic and Hebrew...
115 KB (4,990 words) - 01:01, 3 March 2024 adds some domestic idiosyncrasies. For many words,
American and British spelling are both acceptable. Spelling in Canadian English co-varies with regional...
156 KB (18,609 words) - 23:53, 23 February 2024 The hyphen ? is a punctuation mark used to join words
and to separate syllables of a single word. The use of hyphens is called hyphenation. Son-in-law...
48 KB (5,955 words) - 08:47, 8 March 2024 standardised spelling had been attained throughout Egypt.
Almost all native authors wrote in this dialect of Coptic. Sahidic was, beginning in the 9th century...
91 KB (8,132 words) - 16:20, 7 February 2024 from the Middle Persian (300 BC) Zardusht,[further
explanation needed] which is the form that the name took in the 9th- to 12th-century Zoroastrian...
80 KB (8,404 words) - 01:01, 23 February 2024 Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia For a list of words relating
to Gothic language, see the Gothic language category of words in Wiktionary, the free dictionary...
92 KB (9,665 words) - 21:02, 3 March 2024 "Category List – Best Motion Picture | Edgars Database".
Edgars Database. Archived from the original on April 11, 2020. Retrieved June 10, 2020. 9th Annual...
78 KB (7,798 words) - 02:36, 2 March 2024 in the fourth grade and scored 103; "on achievement tests in [
grades 4 to 6], he twice did best in reading and twice did worst in spelling". As a child...
137 KB (15,937 words) - 08:40, 9 March 2024 possess the required characters. The Old Javanese spelling is
modified to suit Modern Javanese spelling. For example Pigeaud's dictionary in 1939 is almost...
77 KB (7,029 words) - 21:13, 9 March 2024 exceptions, mostly applied to foreign words and compounds,
that favor morphological/etymological over phonetic spelling: postdiplomski (postgraduate) – pronounced...
142 KB (13,819 words) - 14:26, 11 March 2024 evident, for example, in the syntax of the Gospel passages
and even in the spelling of proper nouns, both of which duplicate the Greek Gospels. Therefore,...
152 KB (16,545 words) - 03:59, 9 March 2024 value (IPA symbol) of most consonants is the same as their
traditional spelling. Some notes and exceptions: *c denotes a voiceless alveolar affricate [t?s]...
74 KB (7,528 words) - 23:21, 3 February 2024 listed in the Grade II category. National Heritage's figures
include the Isle of Wight, listing 208 Grade I buildings, 578 Grade II*and 10,372 Grade II...
107 KB (9,589 words) - 01:48, 1 March 2024 Sushanlo, Mukhame Imazov. "Dungan Soviet Literature:
textbook for 9th and 10th grade". Frunze, 1988). ISBN 5-658-00068-8. http://nirc.nanzan-u.ac...
51 KB (5,036 words) - 07:35, 25 January 2024 School, Tirunelveli ^ The official spelling, as per the
municipality website, is "Kancheepuram". However, the spelling Kanchipuram is the most widely used...
85 KB (8,290 words) - 06:40, 10 March 2024 the spelling to Aaron and discovered that state records already
listed it that way. Knowing his wishes for his middle name, Aaron is the spelling his...
192 KB (24,009 words) - 10:43, 4 March 2024 finals. In addition to the game, a player could ask for a repeat
of a spelling during these rounds. However, they were restricted to only asking twice...
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